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Cognitive Factors

ignorance → fabrications → consciousness ignorance → fabrications → consciousness 

  →   → name-and-form → sixfold-sphere → contactname-and-form → sixfold-sphere → contact

●Unfolding of delusionUnfolding of delusion

●Fabricate the complex world of conceptual experienceFabricate the complex world of conceptual experience

●Bifurcate the world into inner and outerBifurcate the world into inner and outer

●Make it seem real  Make it seem real  

●Separate self from otherSeparate self from other

          



  

Name-and-form

● Pali, nāma-rūpa
● nāma = name, word
● rūpa = shape, appearance, form
● Expression nāma-rūpa hundred of years old by 
time of Buddha

● (Not “mind and body”)
● Conceptually differentiation of world.



  

Name-and-form

“At that time this [universe] was undifferentiated. It 
became differentiated by namarupa [so that it is 
said] 'he has such a name, such a form'.” 
(B hadāranya Upani ad,ṛ ṣ )

“Verily, this [world] is a triad of name, form and 
work [karma].” (B hadāranya Upani ad,ṛ ṣ )



  

Name-and-form

Sense spheresSense spheres

Eye Eye formform consciousness contact consciousness contact

Dependent co-arisingDependent co-arising

Consciousness Consciousness name-and-formname-and-form sixfold-sphere contact sixfold-sphere contact

Name-and-form corresponds to sense objectName-and-form corresponds to sense object



  

Name-and-form

Buddha's definitionBuddha's definition

Name

feeling, perception, volition, contact, attention

Form

earth, water, air, fire and derivatives thereof



  

Name-and-form
Name, conceptualization

feeling, perception, volition, contact, attention

produce verbal impression

Form, sense data

earth, water, air, fire and derivatives thereof

produce physical impression

sense faculty + sense object

    Eye and form, ear and sound, tongue and taste



  

Name-and-form

verbal impression

physical impression

● Physical impression necessary for recognizing name

● Verbal impression necessary for recognizing form

● Everything is interpretation



  

Name-and-form

NameName

feeling, perception, volition, contact, attention

Example: Child recognizing rubber ball: 

         smells feels  tries to eat  rolls on floor



  

Name-and-form

“The one untrammeled by name-and-form,
And passionless, no pains befall.”

“Where name-and-form as well as sense and 
designation are completely cut off, it is there that 
the tangle gets snapped.”



  

Consciousness

“A tangle within, a tangle 
without, people are entangled in 
a tangle. Gotama, I ask you 
this: Who can untangle this 
tangle?”

“The wise one established in 
virtue, developing concentration 
and wisdom,that ardent and 
prudent monk, it is he who 
disentangles his tangle.”              
                   

 consciousness 

↔
Name-and-form



  

Consciousness

"In so far only, Ānanda, can one be born, or grow old, or 
die, or pass away, or reappear, in so far only is there any 
pathway for verbal expression, in so far only is there any 
pathway for terminology, in so far only is there any 
pathway for designation, in so far only is the range of 
wisdom, in so far only is the round kept going for there to 
be a designation as the this-ness, that is to say: name-
and-form together with consciousness."



  

Consciousness

Viññā a, discernmentṇ

Vi = (prefix) apart

Ñā a = knowingṇ

Properties:
● (Not simple awareness)
● Narrow focus, “brush stroke”
● Analytical, adds significant content
● Refers to something outside of itself, “conscious of”



  

Consciousness

● Buddha compares to a magic show

“Now suppose that a magician or magician's apprentice 
were to display a magic trick at a major intersection, and 
a man with good eyesight were to see it, observe it, and 
appropriately examine it. 

“To him — see ing it, observing it, and appropriately 
examining it — it would appear empty, void, without 
substance: for what substance would there be in a 
magic trick?”



  

Consciousness

● Buddha compares to a magic show

 

“In the same way, a monk sees, observes, and appropri 
ately examines any consciousness that is past, future, or 
present; in ternalor external; blatant or subtle; common or 
sublime; far or near. 

“To him — seeing it, observing it, and appropriately 
examining it — it would appear empty, void, without 
substance: for what substance would there be in 
consciousness?”



  

● Conjures up an illusionary “reality”
● Makes use of fabrications.



  

Consciousness

“Consciousness arises as one thing and ceases as 
another whether by night or day”

fabrications

consciousness

name-and-form



  

Consciousness



  

Consciousness



  

Consciousness



  

Fabrications

●fabrications, formations, volitional 
formations, compounded things, constructs, 
preparations

●Conceptual building blocks
●Examples: conceptualizations, analyses, 
designs, plans, theories, speculations, 
emotional responses, actions, 
understandings 



  

Fabrications

 
●Creative or routine, learned habit 
patterns

●Seat of karma, old karma, new karma
●Word also refers to stage props, 
make-up, magicians tricks



  

Fabrications

● Sa khāra, ṅ Saṃ, together + khāra, make, put



  

Sixfold-sphere

With the arising of the external world, the sixfold 
sphere arises



  

Sixfold-sphere

“In one who is intent upon the destruction of 
     craving,
And the non-delusion of the mind,
On seeing the arising of the sixfold-sphere,
The mind is well released.”

“Having understood name-and-form as manifoldness, 
which is the root of both internal and external disease, he 
is completely released from bondage to the root of all 
disease.'



  

Contact

““Within the body there is this consciousness and outside Within the body there is this consciousness and outside 
the body there is name-and-form. Conditioned by these the body there is name-and-form. Conditioned by these 
two arises contact. Contacted by these six sense-two arises contact. Contacted by these six sense-
contacts, the ignorant, untaught worldling experiences contacts, the ignorant, untaught worldling experiences 
painful and pleasurable feelings variously arisen.”painful and pleasurable feelings variously arisen.”
          (Chinese Agamas)(Chinese Agamas)



 

Contact

Sense of seeing + seer + seen.



  

Contact

Contact, apparent perceptual relationship 
between something internal and something 
external.



  

Contact

“When, Bāhiya, there is for you in the seen only the 
seen, in the heard, only the heard, in the sensed only 
the sensed, in the cognized only the cognized, then, 
Bāhiya, there is no 'you' in connection with that. 

“When Bāhiya, there is no 'you' in connection with 
that, there is no 'you' there. 

“When, Bāhiya,there is no 'you' there, then, Bāhiya, 
you are neither here nor there nor in between the two. 
This, just this, is the end of suffering.”



  

Contact

“Just see the world, with all its gods,
Fancying a self where none exists,
Entrenched in name-and-form it holds,
The conceit that this is real.”'

“… a Tathagata does not conceive of a visible thing apart 
from sight; he does not conceive an unseen; he does not 
conceive of a thing worth seeing; he does not conceive 
about a seer.”



  

Cognitive Factors

ignorance → fabrications → consciousness ignorance → fabrications → consciousness 

  →   → name-and-form → sixfold-sphere → contactname-and-form → sixfold-sphere → contact

●Unfolding of delusionUnfolding of delusion

●Fabricate the complex world of conceptual experienceFabricate the complex world of conceptual experience

●Bifurcate the world into inner and outerBifurcate the world into inner and outer

●Make it seem real  Make it seem real  

●Separate self from otherSeparate self from other
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